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Issues with Leniency
•Not clear at what stage of the investigation leniency was applied for
•Not obvious what the quality of the applications is:
•May be primarily unsophisticated, old-and-dying, or long dead cartels
•Cartels formed post-leniency programs are leniency-resistant
•Leniency programs can over-burden the agencies:
•Adverse selection of cases by officials
•Detection probability for active cartels likely to go down
•Strategic abuse possible by sophisticated cartels and their advisors
•Crowding-out of private and public detection
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Potential for Screening
•Screening to raise suspicion (“leads”, “tell-tale signs of collusion”)
•Screening is not primarily for finding hard evidence

•Instrument for setting priorities and to direct resources
•“You cannot catch a thief with an economist” is misconception
•Detection of sophisticated collusion requires good economists:
•Simple tests already about quite complex economics
•Tell-tale signs of collusion are constantly changing
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Priorities in Pursuit
•Detecting cartels is a complex game of hide-and-seek
•Agencies are up against a professional private practice, adapting to
new tools of enforcement
•Level of sophistication of the game dictates the right type of detection
methods – cost-benefit approach
•Agencies need to stay ahead of the game – resources well spent
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